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Abstract
This article proposes an architecture of an intelligent and autonomous recommendation system to be applied to
any virtual learning environment, with the objective of efficiently recommending digital resources. The paper
presents the architectural details of the intelligent and autonomous dimensions of the recommendation system.
The paper describes a hybrid recommendationmodel that orchestrates andmanages the available information
and the specific recommendation needs, in order to determine the recommendation algorithms to be used. The
hybrid model allows the integration of the approaches based on collaborative filter, content or knowledge. In
the architecture, information is extracted from four sources: the context, the students, the course and the digital
resources, identifying variables, such as individual learning styles, socioeconomic information, connection
characteristics, location, etc. Tests were carried out for the creation of an academic course, in order to analyse
the intelligent and autonomous capabilities of the architecture.
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1. Introduction
In general, recommendation systems are based on different domains, like the cognitive
sciences, information retrieval, consumer modeling, among others [1]. Normally, the problem
to be solved is to provide users with personalized suggestions (recommendations) about
certain types of items. Thus, the recommendation system carries out a ranking of the items to
be proposed to the users [2].

The recommendation systems have been used in several areas, with a great importance in
recent years in the electronic commerce domain [2–4], with implementations of
recommendation systems for the sale of products or services on digital platforms [5]. Also,
the recommendation systems have appeared in education through the LearningManagement
Systems (LMS), in order to improve the online learning-teaching processes [6–9]. A LMS is a
web-based software to manage academic courses, where tutors manage the teaching–
learning process through an integration of students, digital resources and contents,
according to an instructional design [6]. The recommendation systems can improve the
distribution of academic material to the students, through content adapted to their needs
according to their learning styles [10,11]. Recommendation systems in the educational
domain are not directly transferable to conventional systems, specifically due to the student’s
cognitive state and learning contents, because they are very specific to this domain [12].

To improve the teaching processes in virtual learning environments (VLE), it is necessary
recommendation systems that deeply analyze the student’s variables, such as its learning
style, preferences, its social networks, among others. Also, a recommendation system must
permanently recommend digital contents, updates the information about the current
academic course, etc. Based on these ideas, this paper proposes an intelligent autonomous
architecture for a recommendation system to be used in a VLE, for an efficient
recommendation of digital resources. The architecture presents a hybrid recommendation
model that orchestrates and manages the inputs, and specific recommendation needs. The
proposed architecture extracts information about the context (such as the location, the
connectivity information), the students (such as their learning styles, socioeconomic
information, etc.), the courses (such as their instructional designs), and the digital resources
(which can be about the learning objects, patents, journals, among others), in order to give an
intelligent and autonomous recommendation.

The document begins by presenting the previousworks related to the investigation. Then,
it describes our autonomous and intelligent recommendation architecture. In particular, this
section defines its metamodels, and its intelligent and autonomous dimensions. The next
section analyses the behavior of the architecture, in an example of creation of an academic
course. The next section presents a comparison with previous researches, to identify the
relevance of the proposed architecture. Finally, some conclusions and future work are
proposed in the last section.

2. Related works
In the literature, there are several propositions of architectures of recommendation systems
for different areas. In the academic area, it aims to seek the customization of the teaching–
learning process, as the proposal of [13], which describes a general architecture for a hybrid
recommendation system, through an effort-based learning to mature quality over time. In the
architecture, they take into account the context variables (content, user and time) for the
application of the recommendation algorithms. Another hybrid architecture is proposed in
[7], which combines recommendations based on improved cases (driven by a quality model)
with user comments (collaborative), to recommend open courses and educational resources.
The architecture proposed by [8] is based on multiple hierarchical intelligent agents, in order
to offer a range of main functions, including static and dynamic user modeling, generation
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and adjustment of learning plans, personalized recommendation, and real-time learning
evaluation progress, among other things. The construction of knowledge based on
collaboration is important tasks for the teaching–learning processes, [14] proposes an
architecture of a multi-agent client–server application to perform recommendation of
activities with different characteristics. The architecture analyzes the set of basic
functionalities and operations that give access to these functionalities, for the exchange of
knowledge in virtual communities. In this way, the personal agents in Android exploit them
to execute their tasks while achieving their individual and collective goals. The architecture
has been used in the context of Smart Cities, fulfilling the objectives of decentralization for the
community management, the personalized automatic management, and the discovery of
communities.

The definition of intelligent recommendation systems is a challenge. The work [15]
proposes a general framework for an intelligent recommender system that extends the
concept of a knowledge-based recommender system. The intelligent recommender system
learns, discovers new information, infers preferences, among other things. The components
of the intelligent recommender system are the following: a module to model the knowledge
based on different representation paradigms, a module with learning methods, and finally, a
module with the reasoning mechanisms. Additionally, it proposes five knowledge models
about the users, items, domain, context and criticisms. The recommender system exploits this
knowledge. They instance the intelligent recommender system using Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
(FCMs) [16], and test its performance.

In e-commerce, the architectures of recommendation systems have been proposed in
recent years, such as the case of [3], where they apply artificial intelligence technologies and
big data to design the architecture of a C2C s-commerce recommendation system, in order to
generate efficient recommendations for capability enhancement in online business
arrangements. Also, in [5] describes a set of web-based data mining tools for identifying
patterns of navigation, in order to support a personalized product recommendation system
for online sales. It presents an architecture supported by a neural network that has been
trained off-line with user actions, for the recommendation of sets of individual navigation
options by products.

Anticipation of customer interest is an important value in e-commerce processes. In this
context, [17] presents an intelligent recommendation system architecture, which uses an
autonomous agent to track user web browsing behaviors, and tries to anticipate current
interests, building user profiles dynamically. Also, consumer privacy is important for
e-commerce processes. Thus, [4] presents PrivBox, a decentralized reputation system that
preserves privacy and calculates the reputation of retailers or service providers, taking
advantage of the user comments. The PrivBox system uses primitives from a homomorphic
cryptographic system and a non-interactive zero knowledge test, to achieve the objectives of
preserving privacy.

In other areas, architectures of recommendation systems have been presented. For
example, in the case ofmusic andmultimedia, like [18] that presents an architecture of amusic
recommendation system, which has been defined under a general framework that uses a
ubiquitous computer middleware for the extraction of the context since several sensors, by
detecting, combining, inferring and learning the context information, to provide diverse user
services in changing environments. In the case of multimedia, [19] proposes a peer-oriented
multimedia content recommendation system based on collaborative filtering, to obtain peer
search efficiency. The architecture presents a quality validation of the recommendations, and
is faster than a centralized reference system.

In this section, we have presented several works that propose architectures of
recommendation systems, but only two in the educational context. These architectures
consider the context, but they are not autonomous or intelligent. Also, there are propositions
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of architectures of intelligent recommendation systems, but they are not autonomous. They
consider the utilization of intelligent techniques in other to process the information for the
recommendation. In general, there are not propositions of architectures of recommendation
systems that integrate the intelligent and autonomous aspects, in the educational context, in
order to proactively work during a learning process in a VLE. The Section 6 analyses these
aspects between different works.

3. Architecture of the intelligent autonomous recommender system
In this section, we propose a new architecture of a Recommender System, based on two
principles. The first is the principles of autonomous computing, which is based on a model
presented by [20], where it is proposed an approach of self-managing computing based on the
human nervous system. The second is based on the principles of an intelligent Recommender
System defined in [15], which establishes the components (knowledge representation
paradigm, learning methods, and reasoning mechanisms), and the knowledge models (users,
items, domain, context and criticisms) that must be considered for an intelligent
recommendation.

3.1 General architecture
The Figure 1 presents the general architecture proposed of anAutonomous Recommendation
System (ARS) for VLE, with the aim of integrating actors and contents in the teaching–
learning process, in order to offer recommendations in an autonomous and intelligent way for
students and teachers.

The architecture of the autonomous recommendation system considers the 3 main phases
during a teaching–learning process, to meet the recommendation objectives. In the first

Figure 1.
Architecture of the
Autonomous
Recommendation
System.
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phase, the process of creating of academic courses is carried out; in the second phase, the
usability of the digital resources by the student must be guaranteed; and finally, during the
third phase, the extraction of context variables is necessary for a complete autonomous
recommendation system that consider the environment. These phases are described in
detail below.

� Phase 1: In this phase is carried out the creation of the academic course, through a
structure based on the teaching objectives proposed in the academic program. In the
creation of the course, an instructional design is necessary that identify the
pedagogical aspects to be considered by the ARS. Thus, for the description of the
instructional design of a course, the ARS uses the ADDIE (Analysis-Design-
Development-Implementation-Evaluation) model standard [21], and for the learning
objectives, the Common Education Data Standard (CEDS) [22].

� Phase 2: In addition to the information about a course, it is necessary the information
of the digital resources and students. The digital resources will be extracted since two
main sources, the first from the Learning Content Management Systems (LCMSs), and
the second from external open learning resource repositories. Digital resources are
characterized using the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard [23], in order to
structure the specific information of the resource. Learning resource repositories
contain several types of sources of academic information (scientific articles, patents,
virtual learning objects, books, videos, among others). The student is a fundamental
part of the ARS. The profile of a student is composed by its learning style and its
personal and academic information. The learning style information can be determined
of different forms, via the analysis of the VLE logs, of the behaviour in the social
networks, of the academic record, among other ways. This information is stored using
the CEDS [22] standard, and sent to the ARS, so that it can use it to determine the
recommendations to the students.

� Phase 3: The context is important for any learning customization. The definition of
context focuses on identifying any information that can be used to characterize any
entity in the environment, considering that an entity can be a person, a place or an
object [24]. In the ARS, this information allows that it is context awareness.
Particularly, the context information is extracted from the student environment, and it
is stored in a general context metadata model. According to this model, the
information extracted is stored into three parts [25,26]: internal context, external
context and Edge Context. This information is used to feed the ARS for the delivery of
better adapted recommendations to the student. This model will be explained in the
next section.

3.2 Metamodels
In this section, the description of the metamodels that are part of the architecture of the
autonomous recommendation system is presented. Each metamodel defines the metadata of
the different sources of knowledge (data dimensions) used by our recommendation system:
students, courses, digital resources and context.

3.2.1 Student metamodel.About the students, several information are very important. For
example, the identification of the learning style is important for the autonomous
recommendation system, in order to define the academic contents to the students. It is
proposed to use the learning style model proposed by Felder-Silverman [27], where the
identification of the types/styles of learning are defined according to several dimensions:
global vs sequential, visual vs verbal, sensitive vs intuitive, and inductive vs deductive. With
the identification of the student’s learning style, composed by the combinations of these
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dimensions, the autonomous recommendation system can search the digital resources that
adapt to the specific needs of the student, such as videos, books, presentations, articles, slides,
graphics, among others. The extended student metadata that is used includes the personal
and social information of the students, based on the Common Education Data Standards
(CEDS) [22]. This metamodel is integrated with the rest of data dimensions for the
optimization of the recommendation process (see Figure 2).

The Table 1 presents the detail of the student metadata proposal based on the CDES
standard, extended with variables about the learning style based on the Felder-Silverman
model. The metadata is divided into seven information categories that are integrated into the
proposed recommendation system architecture. The categories are: Identification, Contact,
Demography, Academic history, inabilities, learning style and additional fields.

3.2.2 Coursemetamodel.The data about the academic courses are based on two standards,
the first also related to the students is the Common Education Data (CEDS) [22], and the other
is the ADDIE model [21]. The ADDIE model is used for the creation of the instructional
designs of the academic courses. The instructional design can be defined as a systematic,
planned and structured process to support the learning processes adapted to the student’s
learning needs. The ADDIE model uses five phases of the instructional design of a course: it
begins with the analysis of the context, where are performed the needs assessment, the
identification of the problem to be solved and the definition of the specific tasks required. The
second phase is the design, where it is specified the objectives, themes and resources of
the course. In the third phase, the development of the course is carried out through a
production process of the educational material. The fourth phase is the implementation of the

Identity First Name – Middle Name – Student ID– Surname – Student identification system
Contact Residence address – Mobile phone number – Email
Demography Birthdate – Sex
Academic
historial

Number of credits approved – Number of credits failed

Inability Initial Status Assessment – Disability indicator – Type of main disability – Type of
disability determination source – Educational environment for the school era – IDEA

Learning style Active/reflective – Sensory/intuitive – Visual/verbal – Sequential/global
Adicional files Language – Ethnicity – Typical preferred age range – Preferred difficulty – Contents

Viewed – Active courses

Figure 2.
Information extracted
from the students.

Table 1.
Description of the
student metadata.
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course, where it is applied in a pilot context to analyze the evaluations and the student’s
comments in a controlledmanner. Finally, the last phase is the evaluation of the course, which is
made by students and teachers, depending on the fulfillment of the teaching–learningobjectives.

The proposed metadata for the course is based on the CEDS standard, which is composed
of 20 description fields. Some of them are: 1. Course identifier; 2. Course code; 3. Course name;
4. Course description: it details a course; 5. Credit units of the course; 6. Type of credit unit:
Unit of credit measurement in the institution; 7. Course level feature: it defines the difficulty of
the course for students; 8. Main academic course: Defines whether or not it is a main academic
course. 9. Language of instruction: language in which the course is taught; 10. Keywords; 11.
Duration of the course; 12. Type of interactivity expected in the course; 13. Typical age range
of students; 14. Cognitive process: if the course has an expected cognitive process (this field is
based on the verbs of the taxonomy of Bloom [28]; 15. Type of educational resource expected;
and 16. Expected semantic density: For example: a course could expect content to be of a low
semantic density if it is an introductory course or of low difficulty.

3.2.3 Digital resource metamodel. For the analysis and classification of digital resources, it
is necessary to use a metadata standard that adapts to any digital material, regardless of the
language or structure that may contain, with enough information to be classified and reused
over time. For the ARS, it is defined a Digital Resource Metamodel based on the Learning
Object Metadata (LOM) IEEE standard [23]. It defines nine information categories, some of
them are: 1. General information about the learning object, 2. Life cycle of the learning object,
3.Technique features of the learning object, 4. Pedagogical features of the learning object,
5. Utilisation conditions of the learning object, and 6. Relationships with other learning
objects. This LOMmetadata is extended to describe different types of digital materials, such
as learning objects, scientific articles, books, patents, among others.

The structure of extended metadata is created based on the LOM standard, where a field is
added for the characterization of the different types of digital resources. The extendedmetadata
follows the LOM standard in its original structure with its nine categories (General, Life cycle,
metadata, technical requirements, pedagogical characteristics, usage rights, relationships,
annotations and classification). In addition, it has an extra category (category ten) for the
description of the specific digital resource (an extension to the LOM standard), called additional
fields, where variables, such as the digital resource type, the digital resource source, the digital
resource descriptors, and the feature extraction method, among others, are incorporated.

3.2.4 Context metamodel. The context is very important for the learning customization. In
ourwork, the definition of the context focuses on identifying any information that can be used
to characterize any entity, taking into account that an entity can be a person, a place or any
object that can be integrated into the learning process [24]. The Figure 3 presents the context
model for our autonomous recommendation system, which is composed of three levels: an
internal level, an external level, and finally, a boundary level.

The external level describes the context from the point of view of the learning process
(information about the students and courses, based on the metamodel of these data
dimensions). The internal level describes the different devices, and other specific features, in
the environment. Finally, the boundary level is defined by the digital resources and other
domain services outside of the environment.

With respect to the internal level, the information from the context that defines its
metadata is described in detail in the Table 2. There are five groups of variables, which are
important for the orchestration of the autonomous recommendation system. The first group
defines the hardware devices, and specifically, the special features used in the interaction
with the learning environment. Similarly, the second group defines the main features of the
software devices. The third group gives information about the environment, and the last
groups contain information about connectivity capabilities of the devices and information
about the movement in the environment.
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Figure 3.
Context in the
autonomous
recommender system.
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3.3 Intelligent dimension
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the intelligent engine for the recommendation system,
based on the components that an intelligent recommender system must have: a knowledge
representation paradigm, learning methods, and reasoning mechanisms. Our ARS is
composed of three layers. In the acquisition layer is where the data from different sources of
information are obtained, the second layer is where the information is stored in a knowledge
database, and finally, the reasoning and verification layer uses this information for the
recommendations. Each of the three layers of the proposed intelligent engine is described in
detail below.

� Acquisition layer: In this phase, the information is extracted from different sources of
information in two ways. The first is around the educational process, which consider
information about academic courses and digital resources (scientific articles, academic
books, learning objects, patents, among others). The information is extracted in an
organized way, by means of the metadata defined in the previous section. The second
extraction is about the student and the general context information. Particularly, the
learning styles and the general contextual information are extracted permanently
according to the features defined in the metadata. The information extracted of the
students has as sources the logs of connection, the VLE, etc. On the other hand, all

Device – Hardware
Context variables Description Datatype

Type of device Identify the type of device (Smartphone, Desktop, Wearable, Laptop,
others.)

String

Display Device screen size, and resolution String
Battery Device Battery percentage Float
Processor Device Processor features String
Memory Device memory capacity Float
Disk Device Free storage capacity Float

Device – Software
Learning Management
System

LMS name, version, type of access (installation or access by browser). String

Operating System Operating system type, version and update status String
Navigator Installed browsers, versions and update status String
Plugins Plugins installed on the device, versions and update status. String

Environment – Place
Latitude and longitude Location information when accessing the educational resource, by

means of longitude and latitude.
Float – Float

Language Extraction of the language of use String
Data-time Date and time of access to the educational resource DateTime
Natural environment Climate, Temperature and Light String

Device – Connection
Connection information Type of connection (Wifi, 4G, GPRS, others). String
Connection speed Internet speed up and down that the user has when accessing the

academic resource.
Float

Device – Movement
Movement Information At the time of using the academic material, the user is (walking,

traveling in a means of transport or is detained in one place, others.)
String

Table 2.
Description of

variables extracted
from context.
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social media records are also taken into account for the extraction of features, where
the information of comments, images, and in some cases affective states, are important
for the identification of the student preferences. Particularly, in this layermust be used
different learning methods for the extraction of features and information, based on
supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement or hybrid approaches. For that, everything
mining tasks will be required to discover useful information for the recommendations.
For example, data mining tasks to analyse the academic datasets or the VLE logs, or
semantic mining tasks for the digital resource content analysis, or graphmining tasks
to study the social networks, among others.

� Modeling: In this layer, all the information of the recommendation system is stored
through a knowledge database. The structure of the knowledge database is based on the
metadata of the digital resources, academic courses, students and context. This database
is feed using the learning methods defined in the acquisition layer. Also, the verification
and reasoning layer stores the results of the recommendation process, like the ratings of
the collaborative filter algorithms, the function-based algorithm vectors of content, the
ontologies of the knowledge-based system, and the recommendation vectors of the
hybrid system. In general, it can use different knowledge representation paradigms, for
example, ontologies to represent concepts, relationships, facts and axioms in a domain; or
graphs to model the relations among digital resources and students, etc.

� Reasoning and Verification: In this layer, the system performs the reasoning process
for the recommendation. It aims to efficiently recommend academic content to
students, according to their needs and interests [29,9]. The information used is stored
in the knowledge database, which has been extracted by the acquisition layer, to build
an effective teaching–learning process.

Figure 4.
Architecture of the
Intelligent Dimension.
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In this layer, different reasoning mechanisms can be used, according to the data
models defined in the modelling layer. For example, can be deductive, inductive or
abductive mechanisms. Also, can be used hybrid recommendation techniques,
combining collaborative filtering, content-based and knowledge-based approaches.
The above, with the aim of exploiting the advantages of each technique, in order to
recommend a more efficient content [30,31].

Specifically, the Figure 5 describes the hybrid recommendation process of our ARS. the
objective is to create an orchestration algorithm that manages as optimally as possible,
depending on inputs and specific recommendation needs, the combination strategies of the
types of recommender systems. In themonolithic hybrid design, all algorithms are integrated
(knowledge-based, collaborative filter, and content-based), so that the input data of onewould
be the specific data of another, according to the used combination strategy. The combination
strategies can be: sequentialization, parallelization and integration, or selection of one of
them. The sequentialization or parallelization can be with two or three of the types of
recommender systems.

As has been explained before, the goal of the combination strategies is to exploit the
advantages of each type of recommender system. The purpose of collaborative filtering is to
recommend content based on the qualification of the students and other users, who have
previously interacted with the content. The recommendation is made based on the similarity
between students/users. This similarity is calculated using the historical record of the
students, their preferences, etc. [32]. Thus, in the collaborative filtering, the quality of an
academic content is based on the qualification of the students/users.

In the content-based recommendation, academic course, digital resources and student
profiles contain independent information that describes the nature of each one. The goal is to
learn to recommend, by using the similarity of the information contents of each one [33]. It
searches to match the contents of the student profile attributes (preferences, learning styles
and interests), with the contents of the digital resource attributes (academic articles, patents,
books, learning objects, patents, others) and of the academic courses, in order to deliver
recommendations to the students. One of the advantages of the content-based is the user
independence, where the student profile can be constructed with his learning style,
interaction logs, without relying on other users.

Finally, in the based on knowledge, the recommendations are based on the information
stored in an ontology that describes the student (preferences, learning styles) context,
educational material and courses. The above is done through a reasoning process in which
are used axioms that establish the specific requirements or needs of the students. In
knowledge-based can be used case-based and constraint models, to analysis the
inconsistency of the information. Particularly, the case model focuses on the recovery of
cases similar to a specific problem, to be used as the solution to the problem; and in the
restriction model they explore the knowledge bases of predefined recommendations, where

Figure 5.
Hybrid System Design.
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explicit rules are stored about the relationship between the user requirements and the
characteristics of the items [34].

3.4 Autonomous dimension
The autonomic architecture of the recommendation system guarantees self-management and
adaptability to any context without human intervention. The Figure 6 shows the model
proposed based on the MAPE-K loop model (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute plus
Knowledge), which aims to recommend digital academic contents to students depending
on their needs. It is composed of the next components:

� Monitor: This component includes the extraction methods of the properties/
information of the digital resources, courses, context, social networks and student
logs, among other sources of information. In themonitor component, the verification of
the quality of the features/information is carried out by means of metrics. Also, all the
data pre-processing mechanisms (cleaning, atypical data detection, etc.) are
considered by this component.

� Analysis – Planning: In this component, the information extracted from themonitoring
component is processed. This information mainly is composed of a dataset of
descriptors/features extracted from each of the sources. This component exploits our
hybrid recommendation filter, which consists of collaborative, content-based and
knowledge-based filters, in order to determine the correct combination strategy to
apply in order to guarantee a high quality process of recommendation of contents.
Additionally, this component can estimate future recommendations. The results, like
in the case of the monitoring component, are stored in the knowledge database.

� Planning – Execution: This component aims of deploying the recommendations
(digital resources) according to user needs (learning style and context), the structure of
the course and the VLE. It analyses the best characteristics to project the
recommendation, which can include the adaptation of the digital resources to the
context. Thus, it generates the commands to execute the recommendations through
automatic applications available at runtime on any virtual learning platform.

Figure 6.
Architecture of the
Autonomous
Dimension.
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4. Analysis of the behaviour of the ARS
4.1 General context: creation of academic courses
In traditional VLEs (see Figure 7), academic courses are created by teachers depending on
the learning objectives. The teacher has the autonomy to create the structure of the course
according to the institutional pedagogical guidelines. Digital resources are assigned to the
course according to the teacher’s selection, through searches by subject or area of
knowledge made to institutional repositories or external sources. When the course is
created in its entirety, it is offered to the students to interact with the VLE, and to perform
all the programmed tasks of learning and evaluation, using the pre-selected digital
resources.

With the application of the proposed recommendation architecture, the process of
allocating of digital resources changes significantly (see Figure 8). The teacher creates
the academic course, according to the institutional pedagogical structure, using the
metadata of the Course Metamodel (phase 1). In addition, the teacher defines a general
profile of the students of this course (ages, cognitive level, etc.) (phase 2). With this
information, the recommendation system searches digital resources in digital repositories

Figure 7.
Traditional way of
definition of digital

resources for a course.

Figure 8.
New way for the

management of the
digital resources with

the proposed
recommendation

architecture.
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through the next criteria (phase 2): contents that fit the learning objectives, contents with
good grades of the students, contents that fit the domain of knowledge of the course,
contents that adapt to the preliminary profiles of the students, the context characteristics
(phase 3), etc. Now, the teacher completes the course by selecting the digital resources
since the recommendation system, according to its pedagogical experience in the area,
ensuring the fulfillment of the teaching–learning objectives. At the moment that the
academic course is in an active state, the students begin with the interaction with the
VLE using the digital contents proposed since the creation of the course. But the
recommendation system is also executed by the VLE, which allows the recommendation
of new digital contents adjusted to the individual learning styles and context where the
student is interacting (phase 3).

4.2 Behaviour of our recommendation system
In this section, it is described in detail the recommendation process in the previous context,
using our architecture. Particularly, it is supposed the creation of a new academic course:
Introduction to Programming. The academic objective is to teach algorithms using a
programming language. The general topics of the course are: Introduction to the
programming logic; introduction to the programming languages; what are the Data types,
operators and logical connectors; introduction to the control structures (selection, repetitive,
etc.); definition of functions, procedures, and modular programming; and introduction to the
File Management.

The Figure 9 shows the behavior of the intelligent and autonomous architecture of the
recommendation system, which is described below:

Figure 9.
Recommendation
process with our
recommendation
system for the creation
of the course
“Introduction to
programming”.
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• Acquisition layer:
1. NewCourse:At the beginning of the process, the teacher must create the new course

“Introduction to programming” in the system through the following steps.

1.1 Create New Course (phase 1): The teacher fills the general information about the
course using the CEDS metadata in the course metamodel.

1.2 Create structure (phase 1): The teacher builds the general content of the course
(themes and sub-themes) using the ADDIE model in the course metamodel.

1.3 Descriptor Extraction: The system extracts the descriptors of the course
“Introduction to Programming course” to be stored in the descriptor Dataset.

1.4 Extraction of digital resource descriptors (phase 2): The system extracts the
information of the digital resources stored in the repositories that can be used in the
course, according to its digital resource metamodel. For example, videos about
algorithms, open programming logic books, among others. This extraction action is
permanently carried out.

1.5 Student information extraction (phase 2): This layer carries out different types of
extraction of information about the student. The extraction of the learning styles of
the students who are going to take the programming logic course can be from a quiz
defined by the Felder-Silvermanmodel, or using information about its activities in the
VLE or social networks. Previous works have proposed approaches to that based on
these ideas [11,10,35]. Also, its information in the academic system is used, in order to
have an accurate information about it.

1.6 Contextual information extraction (phase 3): This layer extracts the information
about the educational context, in order to fill-out the general context metadata
model, which is composed of three parts: internal context, external context and Edge
Context.

1.7 Sending descriptors: The descriptors are sent to the modeling layer, where they are
stored in the knowledge database.

• Modeling Layer:
2. Assign digital resources to the course: When the teacher makes the creation of

the academic course, he must select the digital resources that best suits the pedagogical
objectives, the structure of the course and the needs of the students. For that, he uses our
recommendation system in the next way:

2.1 Request of recommendations of digital resources: The teacher requests
recommendations of digital resources for the course of Introduction to programming.
The request is received by the recommendation system.

2.2 Determine and send the descriptors: The knowledge base is used to extract the
descriptors according to the request, and sends them for the recommendation to the
reasoning and verification layer. The descriptors are about the course and
students.

2.3 Store the recommendations: the recommendations determined by the Reasoning and
verification layer are stored in the knowledge base.

2.4 Response of the recommendations: The modeling layer sends the final
recommendations to the teacher, such that he can select them and integrate them
into the final course.
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• Reasoning and verification layer:
3. Recommendation of digital resources for the course: This layer carries out the

recommendation process in our architecture. For that, it is made the following

3.1 Recommendation for the course: with the recommendation request sent from the
knowledge base is started the hybrid recommendation process. The hybrid algorithm
orchestrates the recommendation process using the different information and
recommendation algorithms (Based on knowledge, collaborative filter, and/or
content). The hybrid algorithm identifies the recommendation algorithms to be
used and the way to mix them, and ranks the digital resources that can be used in the
course, using all the available information of the students, the digital resources, the
course “Introduction to Programming”, and context. The information is sent to each of
type of selected recommendation algorithm that will be used in the recommendation,
and the results are analyzed by the hybrid algorithm in order to rank them.

3.2 List of recommendations: The hybrid algorithm sends the list of recommendations as
the output of the reasoning and verification layer.

• MAPE-K loop
4. Autonomous behavior of our Recommendation System: To guarantee the

autonomous behavior of the architecture, it must comply with the phases of the MAPE-K
model. Particularly, after the initial recommendation of the digital resources during the
creation of the course, it is required that our recommendation system can autonomously
update the recommendations. In the example of creation of the course “Introduction to
programming”, when the course is activated in the VLE, the behavior would be as follows:

Monitoring: it observes the learning process in the course. In addition, it permanently
extracts the current information of the context, of the students in the course, among other
data dimensions, to be stored in the descriptor dataset (knowledge database).

knowledge component: it stores all the datasets of the descriptors, recommended
digital resources, and specific information that needs the MAPE-K loop.

Analysis – Planning: The information extracted by the monitoring component is
processed by the hybrid recommendation algorithm. Each used recommendation
algorithm selects the best recommendation for the course “Introduction to
Programming”, according to the information available.

Planning and execution: this phase, in this case, deploys the recommend digital
resources in the VLE. In this way, our system can execute new recommendations of digital
resources that are adjusted to the needs of the course and the characteristics of the
students, during the learning process.

5. Comparison with previous works
In the comparison with the previous works, four criteria were used: (A) recommendation
architecture uses a hybrid algorithm, (B) recommendation architecture is based on intelligent
paradigms, (C) it is an autonomous recommendation architecture, and (D) recommendation
architecture analyzes the context of the users. The Table 3 shows the behavior of the previous
works according to these criteria. Our recommendation architecture is the only one, which
complies with the four comparison characteristics. It is a recommendation architecture that uses
hybrid algorithms, in order to combine content-based, knowledge-based and collaborative-filter
algorithms. In addition, it is a recommendation architecture based on the principles of the
intelligent paradigms, with acquisition, modeling, and reasoning phases. Also, the architecture
has an autonomous engine based on the MAPE-K loop model (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute
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plus Knowledge), which is an autonomous administrator of the recommendation process.
Finally, the recommendation architecture analyzes the context by extracting variables from
various sources, such as social networks, usage logs, devices, among others.

In general, few papers exploit the advantages of the different types of recommendation
systems in their architecture, only [38,7] and our proposition. There are a lot of architectures of
intelligent recommendation systems, which use artificial intelligence techniques for the
processing of the information before the recommendation, among other things. But, with
respect to an architecture of an autonomous recommendation system, only there are three
works, [39,41], and our work. Finally, there are a lot of architectures that carry out the analysis
of the context during the recommendations. In general, our proposal is the only architecture
that combines these four aspects. The integration of these dimensions/aspects into a
recommendation system confers great advantages. For example, it can adapt to its users
through its learning mechanisms; it enables to consider context information to personalize its
recommendations; it can self-organize to improve its performance without requiring external
interventions; and finally, it integrates the different types of recommendation mechanisms
(collaborative, content-based, etc.) to exploit their advantages during the recommendation
process. The integration of these aspects introduces computational costs and implementation
challenges that must be analyzed in future works.

6. Conclusions
An architecture of an intelligent and autonomous recommendation system is proposed in this
work, which can be used in any VLE, with the aim of efficiently recommending digital
resources. The architecture extracts information from the context, of the students, identifying
variables such as individual learning styles, socioeconomic information, connection log
information, location information, among others.

In the architecture, a hybrid recommendation system is proposed where it aims to
orchestrate and manage effectively the recommendation process, depending on the available
information and recommendation needs. A hybrid algorithm that integrates approaches
collaborative filter, based on content and knowledge is defined, so that their combinations can
be parallel or sequential. The implementation of the MAPE-K model for the architecture
ensures that recommendation process has an autonomous behavior during the learning
process, through its monitoring, analysis, planning and execution.

Another aspect very important of our architecture is its capability to use different student
information, which allow it to carry out assertive decisions. It uses the learning styles of the
students, the context information, the social networks, among other sources, to select the best
digital resources. In this way, it considers the characteristics of the students, the devices to

Publications A B C D

[36] X X
[37] X
[38] X X X
[7] X
[3] X X
[39] X X X
[40] X
[41] X X X
[15] X
[14] X X
Our architecture X X X X

Table 3.
Comparison with
previous works.
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access the VLE, the characteristics of the environment, the way like is the content
consumption, the collaborative contexts, etc. to give a more accurate recommendation.

Our architecture has been tested in the creation of an academic course. It is used during the
creation of the course, and when the course is activated in the VLE. During the creation, it
proposes digital resources to the teacher, for their selection. During the execution of the course in
the VLE, our recommendation system deploys its intelligent and autonomous behaviour,
proposing new recommendations that meet the current needs of the learning process.

As a future work, it is projected the integration of a motor of multimodal sentiment to the
model of autonomous recommendation, to improve the recommendation process with the
emotions and sentiment of the students. Also, for the creation of the prototype of our
recommendation system, an extraction mechanism will be done that considers various
sources of opinion and interaction generated by students, using a multimodal analysis. Other
future work is the implementation of the hybrid recommendation algorithm, which
orchestrates the integration process of the different recommendation types. A last future
work is the integration of a prototype of the ARS in a VLE, and to test in a real educational
context, to validate the quality of the recommended LRs in a learning process using metrics
that evaluate their impacts in the students.
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